I will always keep your memory’s alive in my spirit.
It is the message that is important, not the messenger,
there are no original ideas.

"Ashes Mi"

Introduction
Please share this story freely with others and add Your own inscriptions in the next version of the book,
by emailing your poems or other pieces to ashesmi@hotmail.com
Enjoy the story and always choose Love.

Chapter 12. The Littlest Monster with the Biggest Heart

Once Upon A Time...
There was a Little Monster who lived in the Monster City under the Dead Forest. He was a thousand
years old and he was the Littlest Monster in the City. All of the other Monsters were Bigger, Slimier
and Greener. They all had scales like lizards, snake eyes and forked tongues. They had tails with
spikes, and bumps on top of bumps. Outside of being ignored, each other, and their own shadows in
the daylight, the Monsters feared nothing.
The Littlest Monster was still in Monster school and all of the other Monsters his age would laugh at
him. They had all finished Monster school hundreds of years before him. They had all grown up and
they all had Monster babies.
In Monster school all of the other Monsters would shut their eyes and shape shift, at will, into beautiful
village people, both men and women, young and old. The Littlest Monster, try as he might, couldn't
shape shift, and since he couldn't become something he wasn't, he always remained a Monster.
The teachers used fear in the class room to keep the Monsters under rule. They would embarrass the
Monsters in front of other Monsters and yell at them until they understood, or pretended to understand.
Monster school is a hard, hard place.
In Monster school the Monsters played what they called The Game. In The Game, the Monsters would
lie to one another while speaking many different languages with their smooth, silky, forked tongues.
They always tried to trick and fool each other.
The Littlest Monster couldn't lie like the others. He would always get ill and it made him feel bad. His
slimy little green face would go red, his little Monster claws would always sweat, and he would stutter.
All the other Monsters would laugh at him, and the teachers would yell at him, and he would cry.
He was a sad and alone Little Monster.
The Monster City had the most powerful collection of science stolen from all the Kingdoms it
conquered and ruled. The Monsters spoke of Truths not Honesty's, Facts not Feelings. Though they
had great knowledge, they had little wisdom. Knowledge without wisdom is dangerous.

The Monsters were dangerous.
They had huge vaults of seeds collected from the Dead Forest above. They collected all of the animals
they could as well, then kept them in cages in the artificial sunlight below. They had no feelings for the
animals, just as they had no feelings for the people in the Kingdoms that they conquered.
Worst of all, the Monsters had no feelings for each other.
The only reason the Monsters kept the Littlest Monster was because he was the smallest and he could
sneak into the kingdoms. As the sun would set, he would climb the city walls and sit high up in the
castles posing as a Gargoyle. With his Monster ears he could hear and remember every single word.
With his Monster eyes he could see and remember everything he ever saw. He would report back to the
Giant Monster King. He would tell him who the Kings and Queens were, what they wanted and what
they feared. He could tell the Monster King the layout of the land as well as its defences and
weaknesses.
The Littlest Monster would know every
weakness guarded and every secret kept.
As the sun would set, a few of the Monsters would shape shift and walk into the kingdoms to speak to
the Kings and Queens. The Kings and the Queens would hear what they wanted to hear from the
Monsters and they would see what they wanted to see. The Monsters serpent eyes would hypnotize
them and their tongues would soothe them.
The Monsters incredible use of knowledge and language
all made sense, everything made perfect sense.
The Monsters would play 'The Game' with the people, and generation after generation the people
would behave less and less human. Up became down, black became white, good became evil, and their
God was replaced by their Devil, or it was discredited by their great keepers of knowledge, because
they couldn't prove it.
Everyone was afraid of death, confused and empty;
and no one knew why.
...

The Monsters lied to the police and the military sworn to protect the people. The police and military
would attack and imprison the poor and starving people, 'to keep them Safe'. The Monsters called this
the 'Noble Lie'.

Everyone was fighting everyone;
and no one knew why.
...

To parents, children became Burdens not Blessings, Mistakes not Miracles, and as the parents aged
they became burdens to their children as well. The parents were put in homes with other old people
and forgotten about.

Everyone was lonely;
and no one knew why.
...

Everything that was Not Natural became Normal. No one ever questioned it because they were told it
was the way it was supposed to be. Sad people would visit Doctors and were given pills to feel happy
again. Doctors gave pills to the people’s children as well. Nothing seemed to work.

Everyone was sad;
and no one knew why.
...

In the Kingdoms with Evil Kings and Queens,
the Monsters spoke of Greater Power and Greater Greatness.
In the Kingdoms with Noble Kings and Queens,
the Monsters always spoke of Peace.

It didn't matter if the Kings and Queens were Good or Evil because over time the Monsters would
always rule. Whether by infiltration and deception, or by unbelievable violence, they would always
rule, and they would always become stronger and bigger, both in size and in numbers.

Like Locusts the Monsters ate all of the food, consumed all of the resources, and pillaged and
plundered until there was nothing left, and as the Monster City grew below, so did the Dead Forest
above.

...

The last Kingdom to fall was in the furthest reaches next to the Ocean.

As the sun set, the Littlest Monster reached the city's wall. A giant bright shining sun was carved into
the massive wall. He followed the wall looking for a weakness. In his walk around the wall he saw
inscriptions carved into the stone. One read, “When we see ourselves in many, we are many. When we
see ourselves in only ourselves, we are but one.” Another read, “If Competition is the greatest Sin,
then Corporation is the greatest Virtue.”

No names, statues or pictures were anywhere, just inscriptions chiselled into the stone wall surrounding
the Forest City. It was the message that was important, “not the messenger”.

He finally found a weakness; a way into the city;
a vine hanging from over the wall; he climbed it.

Once over the wall, The Littlest Monster couldn't believe his eyes. Trees thousands of years old and
hundreds of feet high were everywhere, bearing all types of fruits and medicines. He could sense wild
animals were all around him. There were gardens with fresh vegetables and each home had a pond
filled with healthy happy fish.

There was no hunger.

He had seen forests in other Kingdoms, but the people had cut down many of the trees for farm land or
villages, or they tried to control the land and planted trees in perfect rows. In those Kingdoms it was
hard for him to hide. In this Kingdom he could hide easily. The forest all around him gave him perfect
cover. There were rivers everywhere and the water was the purest he had ever seen. Fish of all colours
and all sizes swam by him. The forest was healthy, untouched and in perfect balance.

It was as though the forest was a living breathing thing itself,
He thought he could hear it speaking to him.

...

There were large meeting places where they would share food, music and art. There were no old or
sick homeless people sleeping in streets or alleyways. Instead they were in a hospital getting well.
Everyone was together and cared about one another;
and everyone knew why.
...

In this kingdom, children were Blessings not Burdens, Miracles not Mistakes. Old people were
respected and listened to and even though they were old, many looked and acted young.
Everyone was wanted, needed and loved;
and everyone knew why.
...

There were no stores where they sold shiny trinkets; No banks where they loaned money; No schools
or universities; No prisons, police stations or punishment. There was no class system; no group was
more elite than another. There were no rulers; there were no laws; 'they governed themselves'.
Everyone was free, happy and equal;
and everyone knew why.
...
When people died and passed on, they were planted into the ground and a small tree was placed over
them. The people called these, the trees of life. The trees bore fruit and they would eat the fruit and fill
themselves with the spirit of their great ancestors.
Everyone respected life and death;
and everyone knew why.
...

The Medicine Men and Woman would talk of the “Dark Matter” all around them. It was the “Magic
Stuff” that existed everywhere but no one could see it, feel it, or taste it.

The Great Healers would capture the Dark Matter in the air with their magic nets, and then they would
boil the Dark Matter into a Tea. They called the potion, Dark Matter Tea, but called it DM Tea for
short.

When they drank the DM Tea, they could see and feel the Dark Matter all around them. They would
talk to their ancestors who had passed on before them, and they gained insight into wisdom’s far
beyond their own. They would visit alien worlds, see tiny fairies or little elves, and all would speak of
the Great Spirit they were a part of. They could leave their bodies and experience the future, the past,
and the present.

They could even read other people minds.

They only drank the DM Tea for greater Wisdom and greater Healing, and they were Careful with it. It
could be used for Creating or Destroying. Their scientists even studied the DM Tea. Their Wisdom
was Greater than their Knowledge.

The people were careful.

The Littlest Monster thought he was dreaming. The people acted the way he felt inside and everything
made perfect sense. His Monster heart began to beat deeper, his blood became warmer and his face
became redder. He felt...warm inside. He had to stop the Monsters from destroying this city no matter
what. He had to come up with a plan.
He was a crafty little Monster.
As the sun began to rise, he ran back to the Monster City. He approached the Monster King and for the
first time he did something he could never do in his entire life, he lied. His slimy green little face didn't
go red, his little Monster claws didn't sweat and he didn't stutter.
He told the Monster King that he was chased by great warriors and he would have to go back the
following night to spy on them again. The kings swirling eyes looked deep into his own. The King’s
forked tongue flicked to smell for fear and dissent. “Yesssssssssss...tomorrow Night'ssssssssssssss”,
said the Monster King. No one had ever lied to the Monster King before and lived to tell about it.

The Littlest Monster played “The Game”
with the King; and he won!

Before the sun set the following night, he wrote the Monsters a goodbye note. He slipped the note
under the Kings door while the King slept. The next evening as the sun began to set, he quickly ran
towards the Forest City. Running through the Dead Forest, he jumped over dead trees and ducked
under dead branches and splashed through thick black rivers of oil. The only life in the Dead Forest
were insects and small vermin feeding off of the death, as well as each other.
He climbed over the Kingdom wall and snuck into the Forest City. He spotted a large meeting place
where the people were sharing food together. They were all talking and laughing.

He shut his eyes and thought hard of shape shifting into a villager. Then, with a deep breath, he walked
out of the forest towards the great hall where the villagers sat. A villager saw him approaching, and
yelled, “Monster!!!”

Like in the past, because he couldn't become something he wasn't, he was still a Monster. Everyone ran
from him, and since they ran from him, he became afraid and ran from them as well. He ran as fast as
he could; he climbed over the city's wall and ran out into the Dead Forest.

He knew he couldn't return to the Monster City because by now they had read his goodbye note, and he
knew he couldn't return to the Forest City because the people did not want him. He was never so alone
in his life.

He began to cry and cry.

He wandered around in the Dead Forest alone for 2 days. He would sleep in empty animal dens
underground during the day, and wander alone through the Dead Forest at night. All he did was cry.

He was a very afraid and alone little Monster.

On the 3rd night, while he was alone and crying, he heard something. There was something else in the
Dead Forest with him, and it was crying as well. He walked over to a dead tree stump, and beside a
thick oily stream, was a little baby boy. The baby was crying loudly and had a hairy birthmark on his
left shoulder. He carefully picked up the baby and began rocking the boy while singing to him with his
smooth beautiful Monster voice. The baby stopped crying and looked up at him and began to laugh
and giggle. He looked down at the baby and began to laugh as well. All of a sudden his heart began to
fill, and it seemed to be getting bigger. As his heart began to swell, he began to feel as though he was
getting bigger in size as well.

In no time the Littlest Monster grew an inch in height.

As years passed, the Monster taught the boy how to hunt and cook small vermin and insects into tasty
meals. He taught the boy how to read and write and how to speak. He taught the boy everything that
he knew that was good. The boy called him “Daddy”. The Monster’s heart grew with love towards
the little boy and as his heart grew so did his size.
One day the boy asked the Not So Littlest Monster where he came from. The Not So Littlest Monster
told the boy that he had found him in the Dead Forest alone and crying. He said that he didn't know for
sure where he came from. He told the boy of the Forest City and he felt that perhaps the boy came
from there. He told the boy that the Monsters were attacking the Forest City when he found him and
that the city was probably destroyed by now. The boy felt very sad about the Forest City, but his love
for the Monster who kept him safe, made him laugh and taught him so much, overcame his curious
nature about the city. The boy was happy to be in the Dead Forest eating insects, snakes and small
vermin. As long as he was with his “Daddy” he was happy.

...
7 years passed and it seemed that it would never end, but Monsters live forever, and little boys turn into
little old men and pass away. The Monster would be alone once again and he knew this. Immortality
made him sad.
One day in the middle of the afternoon while they slept in an empty bear den, the Monster could hear
the boy begin to cough and wheeze. He felt the boy’s sweaty forehead. It was very hot. The boy’s
eyes were white and rolling around; he was rambling and not making any sense.
Fear like the Monster had never felt before overcame him. The boy was going to die unless he found a
doctor to help him. It was mid-afternoon and the Monster had to overcome his fear of the daylight and
try and make it into the Forest City to see if he could find a doctor still alive who could help heal the
boy.
He picked up the little boy and left the dark safety of the Den. He ran in the Bright Sunshine through
the Dead Forest towards the Living Forest City. The sun was on the Monster’s back as he jumped over
dead trees, ducked under dead branches and splashed through thick black rivers of oil towards the city.
As the sun began to set behind the Monster,
his shadow in front of him began to get larger and larger.
Every step was sheer terror for the Monster, but the thought of losing the boy was a greater fear. The
Monster ran towards his Fear: He had Great Courage. Finally the Monster saw the Forest City walls in
the distance. He was surprised the walls were still standing after all these years; there was Hope for the
boy and the Hope made the Monster stronger.

The Monster’s powerful claws climbed the Forest City's wall, while at the same time cradling the dying
boy with his right arm. In a flash he was over the wall and on the forest path towards the great meeting
place. There he saw the people sleeping on the ground together in the daylight. He knew once the
people saw him with a lifeless child, no matter what he said, they would attack him, because to harm a
child is the greatest illness there is.
A villager heard the large footsteps of the
Monster and yelled out, “Monster!!!!!!”
Everyone woke up and looked at the Monster holding the boy. The men grabbed their spears and other
weapons and surrounded the Monster. No one struck the Monster because he was holding a child.

The people began to throw rocks at the Monster yelling at him to drop the boy. The boy woke up and
saw what was happening. He yelled out louder than ever, “Leave My Daddy Alone!!!”, and then he
passed out again in the Monster’s arms.
The villagers stepped back stunned and amazed...how could a Monster have a human child as a son?
“Could this be a trick?” thought the people.
Then a young woman in the crowd did something that no one, other than the boy, had ever done to the
Monster. She looked deep into his eyes. She saw the despair, the fear and loneliness in the Monster’s
eyes. Even though he looked like a Monster, she knew he wasn't. She smiled, and to the amazement of
the crowd she walked up to the Monster, still smiling, and never taking her eyes away from his. The
young woman gently took the boy from his huge Monster claws, turned and smiled at him. She then
disappeared into the great meeting hall followed by doctors and some of the elders.
The Monster collapsed from exhaustion, and the curious innocent people circled around the Monster.
Some poked him with sticks, while others touched his green slimy skin with their bare hands. These
people were very curious. The Monster was in such shock that he didn't even notice the crowd; he only
worried about his child.
Many hours passed and the sun began to set. He could hear the roar of the Monster trumpets in the
distance. The Monster Army was approaching the Forest City to attack it. Many of the men grabbed
their weapons and climbed to the tops of the Forest City walls.
Soon the people could see huge fiery boulders shooting through the night sky above them. The
Monsters catapulted these fiery stones over the city walls hoping to destroy the city.
The massive fiery boulders would break giant thousand year old trees in half, and carve huge paths of
destruction through the forest, killing anything in their way till they finally rolled to a slow stop.
Boulder after boulder carved through the thick forest, and the city's wall beat like a hollow drum
against the attack, as huge boulders and battering rams slammed into it.
Amidst the excitement, the young woman followed by the doctors and the elders came running out of
the great meeting hall. Even though the night sky rained fiery boulders over her head into the forest
behind her, she was smiling and laughing. “He is going to be fine, you brought him here just in time,
you saved his life!” The Monster’s eyes opened wide; he smiled. Relief replaced his despair; hope and
joy filled him, she could feel his relief.
An older villager calmly walked over to the Monster, holding the Monsters claws in both of his hands;
he was laughing. He looked the Monster straight in the eye, “You saved 'My Son' ”.

The Monster was astonished and stunned.

The wise old villager told the Monster that 7 years back on the 2nd night when the Monsters were
attacking the Kingdom. The wise medicine woman told the man to take his wife, son and 20 of the
strongest men and head out into the Dead Forest before the sun set. They didn't get far when they were
ambushed by the Monsters. In the confusion the man thought the boy was with his wife, and his wife
thought the boy was with her husband. When they returned into the Forest City they realized the boy
was left behind in the Dead Forest alone.
Every day for a year they searched the Dead Forest looking for the boy, but they could never find him.
The wise medicine woman told the husband and wife to plant a tree in the boy’s honor, and that one
day the boy would return with a man who would help the people defeat the evil Monsters.
The Monster's eyes widened, the crowd grew larger around the Monster, “could this be the
'Nameless Saviour'?”
The old man asked that both of them share the responsibility in helping to raise the boy. To Share Love
with others is to feed it and let it grow. Jealousy is to keep Love from others and starve it. The
Monster smiled and agreed. The boy with the hairy birthmark had two fathers he could learn from
now.
The people in the Forest City didn't fear the Monster; instead they now understood him and loved him.
He felt their innocent and pure love. His heart grew and grew, and as his heart grew so too did his size.
He became bigger and bigger until he could see over the Forest City walls. He looked down at the
Monsters below attacking the city. The other Monsters stopped and looked up in amazement and fear.

The Monster King smiled while the other
Monsters ran in circles, or away from the city.
The King looked up and into the eyes of the NOT
So Littlest Monster, and the Kings smooth silky voice
said, “There you are, we missed you'ssssssssssssssssss”.

The King, with eyes swirling and his voice so soft and soothing said, “Let us in and you can keep the
city and be with the people you love, we can live in Peace together and we can help one another. The
war is over, you have won.”

The Monster Kings head tilted slightly,
he lovingly smiled, his eyes blinking.

The NOT So Littlest Monster knew that Peace Meant War, and that everything the Monster King said
was the opposite of what he meant. The NOT So Littlest Monster did something no one had ever done
to the Monster King before, he ignored him. He turned his back on the evil King and he faced the
people that he now loved. Being ignored made the evil King mad. He yelled, “Look at Me, I can help
you, you have won, we can have peace'sssssssssss together!”
The NOT So Littlest Monster ignored the King again and smiled at the people down below. The King
made more and more promises, offering gifts, greatness, peace and freedom. He tried every trick he
could on the NOT So Littlest Monster, and as every trick failed, every lie ignored, the Monster King
became smaller and smaller. As the Monster King became smaller in size, so did all of the other
Monsters who had surrounded the city with him.

“LISTEN TO ME, YOU ARE ONE OF US!
WE NEED YOU, WE LOVE YOU!!!”

The NOT So Littlest Monster always needed to hear that from the other Monsters. The NOT So Littlest
Monster almost turned his head around to look, but he remembered The Game, and that Everything was
the Opposite, and the best way to defeat the evil Monster King was to ignore him.

After what seemed like hours of the Monster King crying, making promises, begging and using every
mind trick there was....silence finally fell over the kingdom. The King did not speak anymore. He and
his Monsters had shrunk into the nothingness they were born out of, and they vanished.

He didn't Protest against the King, he didn't fight the King, he just stopped Believing in the King, and
he began Believing in the new people around him, just as they believed in him and each other.

All was silent. He could hear the rivers of fresh water rumbling
and trickling in the distance, he could sense wild animals all around.

He looked down at the tiny people below, and keeping his eyes open, he did something he could never
do before, he shape shifted. He became not what they wanted to see or what they wanted to become,
but who they were. He absorbed the Wisdom of the Elders; he developed the Strength and Beauty of
the Young. He absorbed all of their Tenderness, Joy, Hope and their Great Knowledge.

He already had their Innocence.

He felt their Love not Fear, and he shrunk to their size, and became a man with a small hairy birth mark
on his right shoulder. He stood naked in the middle of the crowd and everyone laughed, but their
laughter didn't hurt him, it didn't separate him from them, instead it brought him closer to them. He
laughed as well.

An old man ran over and put a thin
white blanket around him.

The young woman, who had looked into his eyes when he was a Monster, and carried his son to safety,
walked over to him again. She smiled at him as though she knew him and taking his hand, led him out
of the excited crowd to a narrow path into the dark thick forest.

Together they walked in the moonlight. She told him of how a great medicine woman told her she
would marry a man with a hairy birth mark on his right shoulder. They looked into each others eyes
and she saw his heart. He felt a Love unlike any other. He felt as though he was One with her. The
inscription on the wall outside made sense to him now. “When we see ourselves in many, we are many.
When we see ourselves in only ourselves, we are but one.” He felt and saw himself in her, and she saw
and felt herself in him.

Over time he began to see and
feel himself in the others as well.

The years passed and the man with the birthmark on his shoulder grew older and older, and like all the
Forest Villagers, though he was still as Innocent as a child, he was Wiser than the Noblest King. He
and his wife had children and were happy.

Then one day something happened,
he did something he could never do before,
he died.

They planted his body into the ground and placed a small tree over it. Many forest villagers ate from
that tree, and many, many more trees were planted and are still being planted today. The walls of the
Forest City came down, and the Living Forest spread throughout the planet. Like a raging fire of life,
the forest replaced the death all around it, and the Earth healed itself from the Monsters wisdomless
knowledge and evil rule...

And everyone would live, would love,
and one day would die,
so that they could dream forever,
happily ever after.
...
The End,
to a Beginning
of Everlasting Change
...

Chapter 1. In the Beginning

Once upon a time, there was time...

and for the first time in time, energy and matter existed, leaving invisible trails of dark matter in their
wake of existence. Where did the time go? It went into the past.

The past was written into the dark matter.

Living Space was running out of itself as the dark matter grew and grew. Without 'the time' nothing
could exist, and all physical experience in the early universe would end.
...

Baby black holes would devour countless stars. The energy they ate was sometimes greater than their
little cosmic bellies could embrace. From the north and south poles of these black holes, were blazing
currents of light that would shine brighter than anything else in the early universe.
Dark energy gushed out of these powerful bright jet streams.

It was this dark energy, created from these black holes, that helped the early universe to expand,
pushing newborn swirling galaxy's away from one another, as their titanic 'time' flooded the early
universe and created, experience...
...but there was no living awareness to experience these experience's.
"Experience of Experience is Existence"
...

The Great Spirit began to posses matter 'as life', on the baby planets,
in the budding puddles and oceans, as single celled plants and bacteria.

This simple form of life experienced only the 'Now'. There was no past, no future, only the now existed
in the experience. The Great Spirit was only...Aware.

“Experience of Existence is Awareness”
...

Out of this microscopic food chain of simple Awareness, developed a new form of life called animal.
Living inside of the animal existed the same ecosystem of awareness's as bacteria and antibodies, but in
the animal existed a higher sense of Awareness.

“Experience of Awareness's is Consciousness”

...

In some animals evolved a higher level of Consciousness. In these animals it was believed felt
happiness and love towards each other and collectively felt themselves as one. Perhaps it was the bees
who first felt this Ultimate Love of one another. It was these animals who experienced Oneness.

“Experience of Consciousness's is Oneness”
...

As animals had living experiences exist inside of themselves,
planets would have living experiences exist inside of themselves.
“Experience of Oneness's is Lucifer”
Planetary Experience
...
Lucifers would develop symptoms of disease when things were out of balance. Animals that had
conquered nature and developed great knowledge, began to feed off of their host planet, and instead of
behaving like a good antibody inside of a living animal, they behaved like virus and would feed off of
the planet until there was nothing left. Lucifers would try to stop these 'infections' from spreading
inside of 'Themselves' by using disease, fires, famines or floods.
Sadly some of the animals who only ever developed Consciousness were able to break free of their host
planet. It was these Self driven animals that from the bigger picture, acted like a virus in the universe.
They would infected and enslaved all of the worlds they discovered. It was these creatures who always
brought hellfire, furry, grief and suffering. These were the destroyer's of worlds, and therefore, the
destroyers of the Great Spirit's Experience's.

The infection of the “Self” had to be contained in the universe.

Happily there were other animals who had developed Oneness with Love. These creatures spread life
in the universe, and like a healthy antibody, removed or healed the infection of Self's disastrous rule on
their host planet, or in the cosmos.
Over time more planets developed and orbited suns, while galaxies formed and orbited black holes.
Universe beyond universe, beyond space, beyond time, beyond all that could ever have been imagined,
was the Greatest Experience of all...The Experience of all Experience's, The Great Spirit.
The Great Spirit experienced Love and Fear, Pain and Pleasure, and experienced our universe through
our eyes, ears and other senses.

“Experience of all Experience is God Consciousness”
...

If Meaning means to "Exist" and
everything that Exists has Meaning.
If the meaning of life is life's Meaning,
the meaning of Life is "Life".

"Ashes Mi"

Chapter 1 Was taken From the Free Kids Book On Line...
The Biggest monster with the littlest heart

Chapter 13. Inscriptions in the Forest City Wall

...

The Labour of Order is the Power of Chaos
The Labour of Slave is the Power of Master
The Labour of Responsibility is the Power of Freedom
The Labour of Life is the Power of Creation
The Labour of Creation is the Power of Love
The Labour of Forgiveness is the Power of Peace
The Labour of Sharing is the Power of Receiving
The Labour of Understanding is the Power of Knowledge
The Labour of Knowledge is the Power of Wisdom
The Labour of Love is the Power of God
The Labour of God is the Power of Love

...
Ashes Mi

When we thought we were in our Right Minds,
we were in our Wrong Minds
When we thought we were in Love,
we were in Fear
When we thought we were Healthy,
we were Sick
When we thought we were Together,
we were Divided
When we thought we were Many,
we were Alone
When we thought we were Safe,
we were in Crisis
When we thought we were Living,
we were Dieing
When we thought we were Alive,
we were Dead...

...When we thought we were Free,
we were Slaves
When we thought we were Power,
we were Labor
When we thought we were Rich,
we were Poor
When we thought we were Poor,
we were Rich
When we thought we were Parents,
we were Children
When we thought we Knew,
we were Unknowing
When we thought we were Right,
we were Wrong
When we thought we were Wrong,
we were Right...

There is more to Oneness than there is to Separateness
because...
There is more to Love than there is to Fear
There is more to Sharing than there is to Keeping
because...
There is more to Others than there is to Self
There is more to Forgiveness than there is to Judgement
because...
There is more to Healing than there is to Punishment
There is more to Honesty than there is to Truth
because...
There is more to Enlightenment than there is to Knowledge
There is more to Learn than there is to Teach
because...
There is more to Experience than there is to Explore
There is more to Life than there is to Life
because...
There is more to The Great Spirit than there is to The Great Spirit

Oneness is True Compassion

The difference between Pity and Compassion is that Pity is Fear Based, while Compassion is Love
Based.
It’s late at night, it’s dark, and you’re alone walking down a dangerous forest path. In the distance you
see a person approaching. You can’t really make them out but you can hear them screaming for the
invisible demons to go away. They smell so bad you can smell them a great distance away. You know
there insane but there is nothing you feel you can do for them, you may begin to feel fear for your
safety.
You feel “Pity” towards them. It can be a nauseatingly, ill frightening feeling.
As they get closer to you, you realize this person is your “Mother”. You feel instant “Love and
Compassion” towards Her.
As she gets closer to you, you realize it is “Yourself”, you feel “True Compassion”, (Ultimate Love)
towards your other-self.

Punishment

In Oneness there is never any punishment because to punish another is to punish yourself.
Everyone involved in a dilemma is treated and cared for as people do not naturally want to harm one
another.
Fear and punishment are deterrents and controls, Love and Healing are Solutions and Freedom.

Don't Worry
Don't worry it's going to be ok.
It's all right little one you're safe and loved.
It's ok to cry, it's ok to be afraid, it's ok to be weak,
it's ok to be vulnerable, it's ok to be human.
It's from all these elements that we grow,
and it's from all these elements that I am born out of you.

I Love You.

The Great Spirits Greatest Gift

Decay your loneliness, by making full use of
my greatest gift to mankind, which is mankind.
Feel my alleged absence, as proof, for the
paradox that I exist and have always existed.
Let me in by letting me out.

Dark Matter

In the coolness of death,
the bright light of darkness,
dark matter shines.
There is no death in the brightness of darkness.
Dark matter shines bright from the light in its darkness.
In the stillness of death, the bright light of dark matter shines.
In the light of eternal darkness,
the bright light of darkness,
in the light of darkness,
dark matter shines.
There is no death in the light of eternal darkness.
Dark matter shines bright from the light in its darkness.
In the stillness of death, the bright light of dark matter shines.
Life is Forever Found with DMT

Dark Energy

Lonely Existence,
a space varying abysses,
composed from a nugget,
forced from the gravity’s of black suns,
creates the illusion of a light quicker than light.
Candles Ray fixed in a space and a time,
gliding with edges of edgeless endless emptiness,
In a blazing vacuum, going nowhere, never encounter.
Seas rippling with infinite waves inside of countless oceans.
Raging dusts twist slowly to the ancient rhythms of a chaotic harmony
so hollow, that timeless silvery echoes chatter to themselves.
Linear Circles broken with a Cosmic Tangent,
the paradox invents it's reality,
change is it's root.
Myths describing are science and art.
Myths explaining are scripture.
Monks in bleached robes harbour explanations while
Artists in ivory smocks depict with limited senses the
abstract divinity so simple, with feel, sound, sight, smell and
taste, subtracting the senses for a greater description of Myth,
a harmony discovered with DMT.

...

Love
From Love and Healthy Dependency there is Trust.
From Trust there is Honesty.
From Honesty there is Peace.
From Peace there is Paradise.
From Paradise there is Heaven.
From Heaven there is Life.
...

Fear
From Fear and Competitiveness there is Distrust.
From Distrust there is Dishonesty.
From Dishonesty there is War.
From War there is Anguish.
From Anguish there is Hell.
From Hell there is Death.
...

The truth can only free with 'Honesty'.

Always look 'into' 'Yourself first'; you're past, your present,
your motives, you're feelings, and share the secrets
you find with Myself as well as others.
Be honest with everyone by never accepting the
Responsibility that is not yours.
Be gentle and kind to yourself by being vulnerable, and sharing
yourself with others who are patient, kind and who can only
try to love and accept you as much as I do.
As you get better at this, take the risks that will enable you
to venture out further and further, so that your true
self may finally be exposed to the real
world I created for you to live in.
Love/Forgive, fully listen, understand and accept those around you,
and you Love/Forgive, fully listen, understand and accept yourself.

The Tree of Oneness
The Seed is the Father
The Soil is the Mother
The Root is Love
The Tree is Oneness
The Branch is Knowledge
The Fruit is Enlightenment

The Tree of Separateness
The Seed is Ego
The Soil is Authority
The Root is Fear
The Tree is Separateness
The Branch is Ignorance
The Fruit is Poison

The 12 Gates to Transparent Government
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal Freedom depends upon Unity.
2. For our group purpose, there is but one ultimate authority, an Informed and enlightened group conscience. Our
leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern.
3. The only requirement to belong is a desire to be Free.
4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or all groups as a whole.
5. Each group has but one primary purpose - to carry its message and real aid to those who are not Awakened.
6. A group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the Forest City Party name to any related facility or outside
enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary purpose.
7. Every group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.
8. The Forest City should remain forever non-professional, but our service centres may employ special workers.
9. The Forest City as such, ought never to be organized; but we may create service boards or committees directly
responsible to those they serve.
10. The Forest City carry's informed and enlightened opinion's on all outside issues.
11. Our public relations policy is based on Attraction as well as Promotion.
12. Love is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before
personalities

The 12 Foundations of a Transparent Government.

1. Admitted that We were Powerless over Government and that our Lives had become Unmanageable.
2. Came to Believe that The Group could restore Us to Freedom.
3. Made a decision to turn our wills and our lives over to the Care of a Peaceful Collective.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of the issues at hand.
5. Developed Understanding through Enlightened Discussion over the issues at hand.
6. Careful meditation and or contemplation Before our Vote.
7. Sought Informed outside guidance Before our Vote.
8. Made a list of all people, places or things who are, will be or have been harmed by these collective decisions.
9. Collectively and or Individually, Made Direct Amends to such people, places and or things, where ever
possible except when to do so would injure them or others.
10. Continued to take group inventory and when we were wrong, promptly admitted it.
11. Group Discussion to improve our conscious connection with one another and to share enlightenment and
caring community with each other.
12. Having had a Peaceful Political Awakening as a result of these Foundation Principles, we tried to carry this
message to others still not free and to practice these principles in all our affairs ... ...

The Anguish of Forgiveness

Love fear and all of the feelings spored are what create this reality.
These are the cause and effect of compassion and true forgiveness.
Ask for my help in walking through the anguish of forgiveness.
Do everything in your power to learn to
forgive those that hurt you, not for just them,
but for others as well as yourself.
Never give up the hope that someday your ex-suffering
will be able to help the ones who were sick and hurt you,
as well as those who suffered like you.
Learn all this by practising to love everyone.

Honesty is the Elephant
3 blind men approach an Elephant. One touches the tail, one touches the trunk, one touches the foot.
The first man that touched the tail said, “This is a rope”.
The second man that touched the trunk said, “This is a snake”.
The last man who touched the foot said, “This is a tree”.
All 3 men were truthful in their experience, but Honesty isn’t Truth, it is composed of Truth(s).
Truth is limited knowledge, it is not wisdom.
Honesty is wisdom and Loved based, it is enlightenment.
Honesty is the Elephant.
Truths of the Elephant are snake, rope and tree or as close as they can ever come to Honesty, Tail,
Trunk and Foot.
Honesty is the Bigger Picture right in front of us, staring us right in the face, all around us and inside of
us.

Add Your Inscriptions...

Dedicated

...
To the little Monster inside of you
and the little Monster beside you.
...

...
Rothschild
Negative Authority
The Master and Slave
Unhealthy Codependency is Competition.
Competition is Freedom of the some from the Slavery of the others.
Master Assumes Responsibility of Slave's Needs.
The Slave and Master is Fear Based
...
Positive Authority
The Master is Slave
Healthy Codependency is Cooperation.
Cooperation is Freedom.
All Assume Responsibility for Self and Others Needs.
The Slave is Master and Love Based
Messiha

...

How to describe colour to a blind man

You live in a cold dark cave with many people and you have never seen light in your entire life. There
are people in the cave that have seen “the light” and they speak of it. You fully trust these people and
believe that one day you will experience the light. In the mean time you try to grasp what they are
talking about, but you cannot fully comprehend how your eyes can feel objects at a distance without
directly touching the object. It is so alien to you, “what does sight feel like?” you keep asking yourself.
You feel one day you will experience this light.

Waiting for an experience to occur that
you have not yet experienced is Blind Faith.

One day you are fumbling around the cave and accidentally hit the light switch and the light shines.
You see this light for the first time, seeing is believing after all. You see the Light they talk about, you
experience it.

Experience is Belief,
Experiencing an experience is Fact.

The light is off again, you fumble around in the dark looking for the switch, but you now have Faith
that when you find the switch and flip it again, that a light will shine.

Faith is waiting for an experience to
occur that you have experienced before.

So how do we describe colour to a blind man? We can't, all we can do is tell him about the light
switch, and the light switch is – DMT.

In Fact can Be-found Faith & In Faith can Be-found Fact

